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Four new tribes added. Marcus Manlius, who defended the Capitol, being convicted of aspiring to regal
power, is thrown from the Tarpeian rock. A law, proposed by two plebeian tribunes, that consuls might be
chosen from among the commons, causes a long and violent contest, during which, for five years, the same set
of plebeian tribunes are the only magistrates in the state: A law passed, that no person shall possess more than
five hundred acres of land. IN the five preceding books, I have exhibited a view of the affairs of the
Romans,Y. And besides, whatever Edition: Henceforward, from the second origin of Rome, from whence, as
from its root, receiving new life, it sprung up with redoubled health and vigour, I shall be able to give the
relation of its affairs, both civil and military, with more clearness and certainty. Now, after its restoration, it
leaned still, for principal support, on the same instrument which had raised it from ruin, Marcus Furius
Camillus. Nor did the people suffer him to lay aside the dictatorship before the end of that year. It was judged
improper that the tribunes, during whose administration the city had been taken, should preside at the elections
for the year ensuing, and an interregnum was resolved on. While the public were kept diligently employed in
repairing the city, Quintus Fabius, as soon as he went out of office, had a prosecution instituted against him by
Caius Marcius, a tribune of the commons, for having, while in the character of ambassador, contrary to the law
of nations, acted in arms against the Gauls, with whom he had been sent as a minister to negotiate: These,
entering on office, immediately on the conclusion of the interregnum, consulted the senate on no other
business previous to that which related to religion. They ordered, in the first place, that a collection should be
made of the treaties and laws which could be found. The latter consisted of the twelve tables, and some laws
enacted Edition: Some of these were publicly promulgated; but such as related to religious matters were kept
secret, chiefly through means of the pontiffs, that they might hold the minds of the multitude in bondage. They
next turned their deliberations to those days, which were to be accounted displeasing to the gods; and the
fifteenth day of the calends of August was distinguished by an order, that on that unfortunate day no public or
private business whatever should be transacted: Some are of opinion, that, because, on the day following the
ides of July, Sulpicius, when military tribune, had neglected to perform the rites of the augury; and, without
being assured of the favour of the gods, had, on the third day after, exposed the Roman army to the enemy, it
was ordained, that the days following the calends, and the nones, should also be accounted equally
inauspicious. But it was not long allowed them to consult, in quiet, on the means of raising up the city, after
such a grievous fall. On one side, their old enemy, the Volscians, had taken arms, resolved to extinguish the
Roman name; and, on the other, according to intelligence received from certain traders, a conspiracy of the
leading men, from all the several states of Etruria, had been formed at the temple of Voltumna, for the purpose
of commencing hostilities. To which was added a new cause of apprehension, by the defection of the Latines
and Hernicians, who, ever since the battle fought at the lake Regillus, during the course of near an hundred
years, had continued in friendship with the Roman people without ever giving reason to doubt their fidelity.
Wherefore, when such alarms started up on every side, and all men plainly perceived, Edition: On being
invested with that office, he appointed Caius Servilius Ahala master of the horse; and, proclaiming a cessation
of civil business, made a levy of the younger citizens, at the same time administering the oath of obedience to
such of the elders also as retained any considerable degree of strength, and enrolling them among the troops.
The army, thus enlisted and armed, he divided into three parts; one division he opposed to the Etrurians, in the
Veientian territories; another he ordered to encamp near the city: The third division he led, in person, against
the Volscians, and prepared to assault their camp at a place called Admarcium, near Lanuvium. Their
inducement to begin this war was, a belief that almost the whole of the Roman youth were cut off by the
Gauls; nevertheless, on hearing that the command was given to Camillus, they were struck with such terror,
that they fenced themselves with a rampart, which they further secured with trees piled on each other, that the
enemy might find no pass by which they could enter the works. As soon as Camillus saw the nature of this
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defence, he ordered it to be set on fire: The enemy being routed and put to the sword, the dictator, Edition:
Proceeding then in pursuit of those who fled, by entirely wasting every part of their lands, he at length, in the
seventieth year, reduced the Volscians to submission. While such fortune attended the operations, on that side
where Camillus, the life of the Roman affairs, was employed, a violent alarm had fallen on another quarter:
But the circumstances of the besieged not permitting them to wait the issue of their hopes, from that quarter,
the townsmen being quite spent with labour, watching, and wounds, which, through the smallness of their
number, fell continually on the same persons, they gave up the city to the enemy, by capitulation; and being
discharged without arms, with only a single garment each, were leaving their habitations in a miserable train,
when, at the very juncture, Camillus happened to come up at the head of the Roman army. The mournful
crowd prostrated themselves at his feet, and their leaders addressed him in a speech dictated by extreme
necessity, and seconded by the lamentations of the women and children, who were dragged into exile with
them: Sutrium therefore was taken a second time on the same day. The Etrurians, lately victorious, were cut to
pieces in every quarter, by this new enemy; nor was time given them to assemble together, and form a body, or
even to take up arms. Their number being very great, they were divided under several guards; and the town
was, before night, restored to the Sutrians uninjured, because it had not been taken by force, but had
surrendered on terms. Camillus returned to the city in triumph, crowned at once with conquest over three
different enemies. By far the greater part of the prisoners, led before his chariot, were Etrurians; and these,
being sold by auction, such a vast sum of money was brought into the treasury, that, after payment Edition: In
that year, such of the Veientians, Capenatians, and Faliscians, as had, during the wars with those nations,
come over to the Romans, were admitted members of the state, and lands were assigned to these new citizens.
Those were also recalled by decree of senate from Veii, who, to avoid the trouble of building at Rome, had
betaken themselves thither, and seized on the vacant houses. This produced only murmurs, and they
disregarded the order: On the year being ended, an election was held of military tribunes, with consular power.
Here Cortuosa and Contenebra, towns belonging to the Etrurians, were taken by storm, and demolished. At
Cortuosa there was Edition: Contenebra sustained a siege for a few days, and it was continual labour,
unintermitted either by night or by day, which subdued the townsmen; for the Roman army being divided into
six parts, each division maintained the fight, for one hour in six, in rotation, whereas the smallness of their
number exposed the same townsmen always, fatigued as they were, to a contest with an enemy who were
continually relieved. They gave way at length, and made room for the Romans to enter the city. It was agreed
between the tribunes, that the spoil should be converted to the use of the public; but the order not being issued
in time, during the delay, the soldiers possessed themselves of the spoil, which could not be taken from them,
without occasioning general discontent. In the same year, that the additions to the city should not consist of
private buildings only, the lower parts of the Capitol were rebuilt with hewn stone; a work deserving notice,
even amidst the present magnificence of the city. And now, while the citizens were busily employed in
building, the tribunes of the commons endeavoured to draw crowds to their harangues, by proposals of
agrarian laws. The Pomptine territory was held out as a lure to their hopes, as the possession of it was then, by
the reduction of the Volscian power by Camillus, perfectly secure, which had not been the case before. The
state having ever been strongly affected with religious impressions, and even those of the first rank having, at
that time, in consequence of the late misfortunes, become superstitious, the government was changed to an
interregnum, in order that the auspices might be taken anew. These entered into office immediately on the
expiration of the interregnum. In that year the temple of Mars, vowed during the Gallic war, was dedicated by
Titus Quintius, one of the duumvirs appointed for the performance of religious rites. Four new tribes were
formed of the new citizens, the Stellatine, the Tromentine, the Sabatine, and the Narnian, which made up the
number of twenty-five tribes. Lucius Sicinius, plebeian tribune, pressed the business of the Pomptine lands in
the assemblies of the people, who now attended in greater numbers, and were also more easily led to wish for
land than formerly. Mention was introduced, in the senate, of declaring war against the Latines and
Hernicians, but that business was postponed, by their attention being called to a more important war, Etruria
being in arms. They had recourse, therefore, to the expedient of electing Camillus a military tribune, with
consular power. The cares of the public were, in the very beginning of the year, diverted from the Etrurian
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war: It had ceased to be the practice to despise any enemy: Wherefore, if it were possible to add to his
diligence and vigilance, he would vie with himself, and labour earnestly, that the opinion of the state
concerning him, so universally conceived, might be as lasting, as it was honourable to him. With respect to the
war, and the Antians, there was more of threats in it than of danger; nevertheless his advice was, that, as they
should fear nothing, so they should despise nothing. The city of Rome was besieged on all sides, by the ill-will
and hatred of its Edition: The business of the commonwealth would therefore require more generals and more
armies than one. I am perfectly assured, that your conduct will be worthy of your father, of your grandfather,
of yourself, and of six tribunates. Let a third army be enlisted by Lucius Quintius, for the guard of the city, out
of those excused from service, and those past the military age. Let Lucius Horatius provide arms, weapons,
corn, and whatever else the exigencies of war may demand. You, Servius Cornelius, we, your colleagues,
appoint the president of this grand council of the state, the guardian of religion, of the assemblies, of the laws,
and of every thing else pertaining to the city. A cessation of civil business being proclaimed, and troops
levied, Camillus and Valerius marched towards Satricum, to which place the Antians had drawn together not
only the youth of the Volscians, chosen from among the new generation, but immense numbers from the
Latines and Hernicians, nations who, from a long enjoyment of peace, were in the fullest vigour. This new
enemy then being united in addition to the old, shook the resolution of the Roman soldiery: Are ye
unacquainted with the enemy, or with me, or with yourselves? The enemy, what are they, but the continual
subject of your bravery and your glory? Is it that ye do not recognize me as your leader, because I gave you
the signal not in character of dictator, but of tribune? I desire not the highest degree of authority over you; and
with respect to me, you ought to regard nothing Edition: We are all therefore the same, and since we bring to
this war all the same advantages which accompanied us in the former, let us expect the same issue. Do you
once begin the fight, each party will do what they have learned and practised: Nor was it only the force of the
soldiers, animated by the presence of their leader, which disheartened the enemy, the very sight of Camillus
struck terror into the Volscians: The affair was now decided. The Volscians seeing themselves deserted by
those, through reliance on whom they had been induced to revive hostilities, abandoned their camp, and shut
themselves up within the walls of Satricum: The Volscians threw down their arms, and surrendered. That, he
knew, was the grand spring which set the Volscians in motion, and had given rise to the last war. But as a city
of so great strength could not be taken without great preparations for the siege, and a large train of engines and
machines, he left his colleague to command the army, and went to Rome, in hopes of persuading the senate to
resolve on the destruction of Antium. In the middle of his discourse on the subject, it being, I suppose, the will
of the gods, that the state of Antium should have a longer duration, ambassadors arrived from Nepete and
Sutrium, imploring aid against the Etrurians, and urging that the opportunity for assisting them would be
Edition: Thither did fortune divert the force of Camillus from Antium: The senate therefore resolved, that
application should be made to Camillus, to drop the design against Antium, and undertake the Etrurian war.
The city legions, which had been under the command of Quintius, were decreed to him: Accordingly Quintius
and Horatius were sent to succeed Valerius, in the country of the Volscians. Camillus and Valerius marching
from the city to Sutrium, found one part of the town already taken by the Etrurians; and, in the other part, the
passages to which were barricaded, the townsmen with great difficulty in repelling the assault of the enemy.
The approach of aid from Rome, together with the name of Camillus, universally celebrated among friends
and foes, not only gave them respite for the present from the ruin which impended, but also afforded an
opportunity of effectuating their relief. Camillus then, dividing his army into two parts, ordered his colleague
to lead round his division, to that side which was in possession of the enemy, and to make an assault on the
walls; not so much in expectation that the city should be taken by scalade, as that, whilst the enemy should be
diverted to that side, the townsmen, now fatigued with fighting, might gain some relaxation, and also that he
himself might have an opportunity of entering the city without a dispute: Great numbers were slain in their
flight, both in the city and in the fields: Sutrium being thus recovered, and restored to the allies, the army was
conducted to Nepete, of which the Etrurians had now the entire possession, having received it by capitulation.
It was expected, that the recovery of this city would have been attended with greater difficulty; not only
because the whole of it was possessed by the enemy, but also, because it was in consequence of a party of the
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Nepesinians betraying the public, that the surrender had been made. However, it was thought proper that a
message should be sent to their principal men, to separate themselves from the Etrurians, and show on their
own part the same faithful attachment, which they had implored from the Romans. But their answer importing,
that there was nothing in their power, for that the Etrurians held possession of the walls and the guards of the
gates, a trial was first made to terrify the townsmen, by laying waste their lands. But when they were found to
adhere more religiously to the terms of the capitulation, than to those of the alliance, the army was led up to
the walls, with fascines, made of bushes, collected in the country, with which the ditches being filled, the
scaling ladders were raised, and the town taken at the first attack. Proclamation was then made that the
Nepesinians should lay down their arms, and that the unarmed should be spared. The Etrurians, armed and
unarmed, were put to the sword without distinction: To the guiltless multitude their effects were restored, and
a garrison was left in the town. Having thus recovered two allied cities from the enemy, the tribunes, with
great glory, led home the victorious army. During this year, satisfaction was demanded from the Latines and
Hernicians, and the reason required, of their not having, for some years past, sent the supplies of soldiers
stipulated by treaty. That these, however, had suffered the penalty of their improper conduct; not one of them
having returned home.
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He describes machines used in cultivation and processing the crops. For example, he describes a simple
mechanical reaper that cut the ears of wheat and barley without the straw and was pushed by oxen Book
XVIII, chapter It is depicted on a bas-relief found at Trier from the later Roman period. He also describes
how grain is ground using a pestle, a hand-mill, or a mill driven by water wheels , as found in Roman water
mills across the Empire. He is critical of greed for gold, such as the absurdity of using the metal for coins in
the early Republic. He gives examples of the way rulers proclaimed their prowess by exhibiting gold looted
from their campaigns, such as that by Claudius after conquering Britain, and tells the stories of Midas and
Croesus. He discusses why gold is unique in its malleability and ductility , far greater than any other metal.
The examples given are its ability to be beaten into fine foil with just one ounce, producing leaves four inches
square. Fine gold wire can be woven into cloth, although imperial clothes usually combined it with natural
fibres like wool. He once saw Agrippina the Younger , wife of Claudius, at a public show on the Fucine Lake
involving a naval battle, wearing a military cloak made of gold. Silver , he writes, does not occur in native
form and has to be mined, usually occurring with lead ores. Spain produced the most silver in his time, many
of the mines having been started by Hannibal. One of the largest had galleries running up to two miles into the
mountain, while men worked day and night draining the mine in shifts. Pliny is probably referring to the
reverse overshot water-wheels operated by treadmill and found in Roman mines. Britain, he says, is very rich
in lead, which is found on the surface at many places, and thus very easy to extract; production was so high
that a law was passed attempting to restrict mining. Roman coins were struck, not cast, so these coin moulds
were created for forgery. Fraud and forgery are described in detail; in particular coin counterfeiting by mixing
copper with silver, or even admixture with iron. Tests had been developed for counterfeit coins and proved
very popular with the victims, mostly ordinary people. He deals with the liquid metal mercury, also found in
silver mines. He records that it is toxic, and amalgamates with gold, so is used for refining and extracting that
metal. He says mercury is used for gilding copper, while antimony is found in silver mines and is used as an
eyebrow cosmetic. The main ore of mercury is cinnabar , long used as a pigment by painters. He says that the
colour is similar to scolecium, probably the kermes insect. Copper and bronze are, says Pliny, most famous for
their use in statues including colossi, gigantic statues as tall as towers, the most famous being the Colossus of
Rhodes. Hadrian moved it, with the help of the architect Decrianus and 24 elephants, to a position next to the
Flavian Amphitheatre now called the Colosseum. Pliny gives a special place to iron, distinguishing the
hardness of steel from what is now called wrought iron , a softer grade. He is scathing about the use of iron in
warfare. The topic concentrates on the most valuable gemstones, and he criticises the obsession with luxury
products such as engraved gems and hardstone carvings. He provides a thorough discussion of the properties
of fluorspar , noting that it is carved into vases and other decorative objects. Pliny moves into crystallography
and mineralogy , describing the octahedral shape of the diamond and recording that diamond dust is used by
gem engravers to cut and polish other gems, owing to its great hardness. He relates the story of a woman who
owned a ladle made of the mineral, paying the sum of , sesterces for the item. Nero deliberately broke two
crystal cups when he realised that he was about to be deposed, so denying their use to anyone else. Perhaps it
refers to glass imitations of jewellery gemstones. He refers to using one hard mineral to scratch another,
presaging the Mohs hardness scale. Diamond sits at the top of the series because, Pliny says, it will scratch all
other minerals. The main merit of his account of ancient art, the only classical work of its kind, is that it is a
compilation ultimately founded on the lost textbooks of Xenocrates and on the biographies of Duris and
Antigonus. The statue is attributed by Pliny to three sculptors from the island of Rhodes: Agesander ,
Athenodoros possibly son of Agesander and Polydorus. In the temple near the Flaminian Circus , Pliny
admires the Ares and the Aphrodite of Scopas , "which would suffice to give renown to any other spot". At
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Rome indeed the works of art are legion; besides, one effaces another from the memory and, however
beautiful they may be, we are distracted by the overpowering claims of duty and business; for to admire art we
need leisure and profound stillness XXXVI: Pliny provides lucid descriptions of Roman mining. He describes
gold mining in detail, [66] with large-scale use of water to scour alluvial gold deposits. In another part of his
work, Pliny describes the use of undermining [h] to gain access to the veins. Copper mining is mentioned,
using a variety of ores including copper pyrites and marcasite , some of the mining being underground, some
on the surface. Wherein notwithstanding the credulity of the Reader is more condemnable then the curiosity of
the Author: He was, rather, the compiler of a secondary sourcebook. As for destiny, Calvino writes: His
loquacious and witty Historia naturalis offered an expansive definition of this subject. It is thought that the
wheels were overshot water wheels with the outflow from the top driving the next one down in the set, and so
on to the base of the hill. Many later authors have copied Gerard in this error.
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